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Portable XMind is a software application which enables people to easily create an array of minds
maps and log brainstorming sessions. This utility does not require installation, as it represents the

portable counterpart of XMind. Also, it means that the Windows registry and Start menu/screen are
not going to get updated with new entries. Aside from that, you can drop the program files to any

location on the hard disk or to a portable storage unit, such as a USB flash drive, so as to easily run
Portable XMind from there, by clicking the executable. The latter also enables you to use the app on
any computer you have access to. This software utility contains a large number of templates and map
themes you can use, including status reports, dashboard projects, SWOT analysis, cause and effect
maps and weekly plans. If finding what you want is problematic, you should know it is possible to
create a project from scratch. By using this program, you can cut, copy, paste and delete elements,

undo or redo actions, insert topics, add attachments, photographs (PNG, JPG, GIF, BMP), notes and
links. Importing is possible from formats such as MM, XMP, MMAP and XMAP, while export is

available in HTML, BMP, GIF, JPG, PNG, PDF, PPT, RTF, TXT and DOC files. All in all, Portable
XMind is a handy and user-friendly software tool, which does not put a strain on your computer’s
performance, and has a good response time. We did not register any errors, crashes or bugs while

conducting our tests. Portable XMind Details: XMind 2.5.3 Portable | 2.44 MB XMind Portable is a
small and powerful program which is used to create mind maps in a variety of different styles and

layouts. The utility allows you to import or convert MM, XMP, MMAP and XMAP files, as well as
TEM, XIN, TGM and TRG files. The tool offers a wealth of shapes, objects, labels, ideas, diagrams

and other items, which you can easily drag onto the canvas or use the Quick Action. Import from
MM, XMP, MMAP and XMAP is completed in seconds, while export into these formats is

compatible with certain types of devices, including smartphones, tablets, notebooks and PDAs.
While the Portable XMind functions perfectly as a tool you

Portable XMind Crack Free Download [Mac/Win]

Quickly and easily keep track of your precious thoughts. Schedule, take notes and brainstorm. Quick
access to tasks and projects with simplified interface. Plug-in support for 14 database applications to
maximize the power of your XMind project. Easy, fun, and fast. Export data to file, web, e-mail. Tag
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and annotate images. In-built planner allows you to print calendars and agendas. Have your own
“freelance”, prioritization and time tracking. Keep notes on any topic. Personalize your notebook

(with or without password) to suit your needs. Lots of user-friendly tools. Easy to use! Create high
quality PDF and HTML pages. Microsoft Office 2003/2007 compatible. No other installation is

required. Just drop the xmind.exe application and data files to any location. Some helpful features
Keep track of tasks for the entire week Schedule and track your phone calls and meetings. Search

contacts by phone number, city, state, name and company. Download and subscribe to RSS feeds to
have the information you need at a moment’s notice. Find tasks in a project. Search for tasks in a

project by a tag, day or category. Quickly find a project and enter information. Add important notes
to your project. Create a simple task or a project. Find out who has access to a project. Calculate

project deadlines and work. Calculate project resources and costs. Tags, notes and files in a project
Add or remove tags and notes, and sort projects, tasks, notes and files. Add notes to a note in the

project. Create a quick reminder for your project. Add attachments to a project. Create a file for a
tag. Search the Internet using the built-in browser. Search the Internet using Google. Add documents
to a project. Add files to your project. File functions in xmind Add files to a project and open in edit
mode. See a list of file operations in the project. Edit attachments in a project. Print a task. Rename,

copy and move tasks in a project. Read the 6a5afdab4c
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It is portable which means that it is not installed in your computer and therefore it is not going to be
updated. It is also free to use. The program features: Mind mapping Help to create a new mind map,
with a new tool, new templates or by importing a mind map. 1. Importing 2. Exporting 3. Creating
and Destroying Status Reports Ability to create and maintain mind maps online and offline. This way
you can create maps without Internet access. 2. XMind Supports mind mapping, diagrams, grids,
tables and flow charts. You can connect with Google, Yahoo, Facebook, Twitter and many more.
Portable XMind is a software application which enables people to easily create an array of minds
maps and log brainstorming sessions. This utility does not require installation, as it represents the
portable counterpart of XMind. Also, it means that the Windows registry and Start menu/screen are
not going to get updated with new entries. Aside from that, you can drop the program files to any
location on the hard disk or to a portable storage unit, such as a USB flash drive, so as to easily run
Portable XMind from there, by clicking the executable. The latter also enables you to use the app on
any computer you have access to. This software utility contains a large number of templates and map
themes you can use, including status reports, dashboard projects, SWOT analysis, cause and effect
maps and weekly plans. If finding what you want is problematic, you should know it is possible to
create a project from scratch. By using this program, you can cut, copy, paste and delete elements,
undo or redo actions, insert topics, add attachments, photographs (PNG, JPG, GIF, BMP), notes and
links. Importing is possible from formats such as MM, XMP, MMAP and XMAP, while export is
available in HTML, BMP, GIF, JPG, PNG, PDF, PPT, RTF, TXT and DOC files. All in all, Portable
XMind is a handy and user-friendly software tool, which does not put a strain on your computer’s
performance, and has a good response time. We did not register any errors, crashes or bugs while
conducting our tests. For the purpose of importing template and mind maps, see Related Software
section below.

What's New In Portable XMind?

Portable XMind is a software application which enables people to easily create an array of minds
maps and log brainstorming sessions. This utility does not require installation, as it represents the
portable counterpart of XMind. Also, it means that the Windows registry and Start menu/screen are
not going to get updated with new entries. Aside from that, you can drop the program files to any
location on the hard disk or to a portable storage unit, such as a USB flash drive, so as to easily run
Portable XMind from there, by clicking the executable. The latter also enables you to use the app on
any computer you have access to. This software utility contains a large number of templates and map
themes you can use, including status reports, dashboard projects, SWOT analysis, cause and effect
maps and weekly plans. If finding what you want is problematic, you should know it is possible to
create a project from scratch. By using this program, you can cut, copy, paste and delete elements,
undo or redo actions, insert topics, add attachments, photographs (PNG, JPG, GIF, BMP), notes and
links. Importing is possible from formats such as MM, XMP, MMAP and XMAP, while export is
available in HTML, BMP, GIF, JPG, PNG, PDF, PPT, RTF, TXT and DOC files. All in all, Portable
XMind is a handy and user-friendly software tool, which does not put a strain on your computer’s
performance, and has a good response time. We did not register any errors, crashes or bugs while
conducting our tests. Portable XMind Comments: Portable XMind is a software application which
enables people to easily create an array of minds maps and log brainstorming sessions. This utility
does not require installation, as it represents the portable counterpart of XMind. Also, it means that
the Windows registry and Start menu/screen are not going to get updated with new entries. Aside
from that, you can drop the program files to any location on the hard disk or to a portable storage
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unit, such as a USB flash drive, so as to easily run Portable XMind from there, by clicking the
executable. The latter also enables you to use the app on any computer you have access to. This
software utility contains a large number of templates and map themes you can use, including status
reports, dashboard projects, SWOT analysis, cause and effect maps and weekly
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System Requirements For Portable XMind:

System Requirements: Now that we’ve taken a look at what to expect from the game, let’s take a look
at the minimum and recommended system requirements. The minimum system requirements are as
follows: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows 10 64-bit (For Xbox 360 version only) CPU: Dual-
core 1.6 GHz or faster (2.0 GHz recommended) RAM: 2 GB HDD: 2 GB Graphics: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon HD5850 (1 GB
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